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DAY- 6

Which of the phrases given against the

sentence should replace the word/phrase

given in bold in the sentence to make it

grammatically correct? If the sentences is

correct as it is given and no correction is

required, select ‘No correction required’ as

the answer.



DAY- 6
Q.1

They decided to play in time in the hope that the

awards would increase.

(1)play the time

(2)played for time

(3)play for time

(4)play the timing

(5)No correction required



DAY- 6
Q.2

Instead of focusing on claims you must get to the

heart in the matter.

(1)heart for the matter

(2)heart that mattered

(3)heart of matters

(4)heart of the matter

(5)No correction required



DAY- 6
Q.3
Security force arrested three suspected members of the

banned Neo-Jamiat-ul Mujahideen Bangladesh and seized

explosives in a pre-dawn raid at a mango plantation in the

northwestern district of Chimparganj.

(1) forces arrested three suspect members of the banned

(2) forces arrest three suspected members of the banned

(3) forces arrested three suspected members of the banned

(4) forces arrested three suspected member of the banned

(5) No Improvement Required



DAY- 6

Phrase correction

In the following questions, few phrases are

highlighted which may or may not be

correct in terms of grammar. Below are

given alternatives to improve them in case of

any error and if there is no error mark (5) as

your option.



DAY- 6
Q.4
The Sports Minister hoped that the stupendous success for

FIFA (A)/ Under-17 World Cup would motivate the country's

bud footballers to improve (B)/ their game and eye a World

Cup qualification in near future.(C)

(A) stupendous success of FIFA

(B) would motivate the country's budding

(C) their game and eye an World Cup

1) Only A

2) Only B

3) Both A and B

4) Both A and C

5) No correction required



DAY- 6
Q.5
The Haryana government announced lifetime monthly pension

at Rs 10,000 for (A)/ Hindi Satyagrahis and those from the

state, who were jailed during the Emergency, (B)/ while also

enhancing financial assistance to World War-II veterans and

their widows. (C)

(A) lifetime monthly pension of Rs 10,000 for

(B) of the state, who were jailed during

(C) while also enhanced financial assistance

1) Only A 2) Only B

3) Both A and B 4) Both A and C

5) No correction required



DAY- 6
Q.6
The president has accused the chief of covering up his

government's failure to keep power tariff (A)/ under check

and said all power purchase agreement were (B)/ signed as

per guidelines issued by the then Congress-led UPA

government. (C)

(A) failure for keeping power tariff

(B) all power purchase agreements were

(C) signed as per guidelines issued to

1) Only A 2) Only B

3) Both A and B 4) Both A and C

5) No correction required
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